
 

European court nixes Italy embryo screening
ban

August 28 2012, by Frances D'emilio

(AP)—Italy's ban on screening embryos for diseases before they are
implanted in a womb violates the rights of a couple whose first child was
born with cystic fibrosis, the European Court of Human Rights ruled
Tuesday.

The court's finding in favor of the Italian couple triggered fresh calls
among Italian politicians for a less restrictive law regulating artificial
procreation.

Following fierce lobbying by pro-Vatican centrist parties, Italy's
Parliament passed a law in 2004 that allows couples to use in vitro
fertilization for infertility but bans pre-implantation diagnosis of
embryos. Vatican teaching forbids artificial procreation methods.

The court concluded it was "inconsistent" that Italians could abort a fetus
with defects but not test an embryo before implantation, as the couple
had wanted to do. The couple who challenged the law before the
Strasbourg court had discovered they are healthy carriers of cystic
fibrosis when their daughter was born in 2006 with the inherited
disorder.

When the mother became pregnant again in 2010, she had the fetus
aborted when it was found to have cystic fibrosis. The couple then hoped
to use medically-assisted procreation with genetic screening to avoid
transmitting the disease to their children. But Italy's law forbids that, so
they took their quest to the court.
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The court noted that the Italian government was trying to "avoid the risk
of eugenic abuses" with the law but said it interfered with the couple's
"right to respect for their private and family life."

Italy has one of Europe's strictest rules for artificial procreation. It bans
the donation of eggs or sperm as well as the use of surrogate mothers,
and limits infertility treatment to heterosexual couples who are married
or who have been living together for several years.

Italian lawmakers said it was time to change the law.

"(This ruling is the) latest confirmation of the unconstitutionality of this
law, which doesn't at all protect the rights and health of citizens," said
Antonio Palagiano, a lawmaker with the centrist Italy of Values party.

Similar statements came from Parliament's two largest parties, one from
the center-right, the other from the center-left.

In 2009, Italy's Constitutional Court struck down one of the most
contested sections of the law, which had said that only three embryos
could be created at one time and that all three must be implanted.

The law was passed under conservative leader Silvio Berlusconi but even
his allies urged Tuesday that it be revised.

"It's further demonstration of the fact that forcing a law, often
determined through ideological reasons in one sense or another, never
works," said Fabrizio Cicchitto, one of Berlusconi's closest political
allies.

Copyright 2012 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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